Abstract Convective and radiation heat transfer take place between various objects placed in open air space and their surroundings. These phenomena bring about heat losses from pipelines, building walls, roofs and other objects. One of the main tasks in energy auditing is the reduction of excessive heat losses. In the case of a low sky temperature, the radiation heat exchange is very intensive and the temperature of the top part of the horizontal pipelines or walls is lower than the temperature of their bottom parts. Quite often this temperature is also lower than the temperature of the surrounding atmospheric air. In the case of overhead heat pipelines placed in open air space, it is the ground and sky that constitute the surroundings. The aforementioned elements of surroundings usually have different values of temperature. Thus, these circumstances bring about difficulties during infrared inspections because only one ambient temperature which represents radiation of all surrounding elements must be known during the thermovision measurements. This work is aimed at the development of a method for determination of an equivalent ambient temperature representing the thermal radiation of the surrounding elements of the object under consideration placed in open air space, which could be applied at a fairly uniform temperature of the sky during the thermovision measurements as well as for the calculation of radiative heat losses.
Nomenclaturė
e λ (λ, T ) -spectral density of black body self-emission for temperature T , resulting from Planck's law, W/(µm m 2 ) e -emissive power of black body in spectral range λ ′ -λ ′′ at a given temperature T , W/m 
Introduction
Energy auditing of various objects (pipelines, buildings, etc.) is intended to evaluate the possibility of improving energy efficiency of the installations under consideration [1] . The infrared camera measurement results allow to determine the temperature distributions on outer surfaces of examined objects and to calculate the heat losses. The method based on the concept of one-off thermovision measurement of the considered object can be applied [2] to determine the annual heat losses. Knowledge of the heat losses from the analysed objects is of crucial importance in the elaboration of methods for improving the technical conditions and ways of operation of these objects (overhead pipelines, buildings and others) in terms of energy or exergy efficiency [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The general recommendations are usually gathered in different official documents, standards and other elaborations [1, 8] which are a basic tool for engineers dealing with such problems. Obviously, depending on situation, these recommendations can be adjusted properly as the need arises.
In the infrared thermography technique the result of the temperature measurement is influenced by emissivity of the examined surface and the temperature of the surrounding elements [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The non-contact methods are based on the measurement of radiative heat flux coming from the surfaces taken into consideration. In the situations when the emissivity of the investigated object is less than 100%, the total radiative heat flux from the tested surface consists of two parts. The first part presents the self-emission heat flux whereas the second part is the radiation flux which comes from surroundings and is reflected by the considered surface. The problem arises when the ambient temperature for objects in open air space needs to be determined. Generally, the surroundings of the objects which are placed in open air space consist of two elements, namely the hypothetical sky surface and the ground surface. Normally, the temperature of these elements is different and the ambient temperature value which should be entered into the measuring system of the infrared (IR) camera is not known. To solve this problem, an innovative method for the determination of the equivalent ambient temperature in the case of nonisothermal surroundings has been proposed in this work. This technology consists in the conversion of two-element and nonisothermal surroundings into one-element isothermal surroundings where a method of radiosity and configuration factors has been applied. The surroundings containing two isothermal elements (sky and ground) were considered in further analysis. The next problem is the determination of sky temperature responsible for thermal radiation. In order to determine this temperature the measurement with the use of a long wave (LW) infrared camera with a special configuration of its measurement parameters has been proposed [14] . In this measurement technology the sky is treated as a hemispherical shell. In the case of not cloudy weather the sky temperature is relatively low and diversified whereas during cloudy nights this temperature is relatively high and quite uniform [15] . Such method of determination of sky thermal radiation with the use of infrared camera measurement has been successfully verified [14] . To verify the developed method, the results obtained with the use of a LW IR camera and measurement results obtained by means of the pyrgeometer have been compared. The results of this comparison are quite satisfactory.
During the measurements the following measuring devices were applied: an infrared camera ThermaCAM SC2000 FLIR and pyrgeometer CGR4 Kipp&Zonen.
2 Influence of the surrounding temperature on the results of infrared temperature measurement
Radiative geometric configuration factors
The configuration factors, expressing thermodynamic interactions of the surface with its surrounding environment, play an important role in the mathematical description of radiative heat transfer. Elementary (differential) configuration factor ϕ d1−d2 deals with a relation between two differential area elements dF 1 and dF 2 , [16, 17] , and it is defined by means of the relation ϕ d1−d2 = (cos β 1 cos β 2 /(πa 2 ))dF 2 , where β 1 , β 2 -denote angles between the line connecting differential area elements dF 1 , dF 2 and normal directions to these elements, respectively, a -is the distance between aforementioned area elements. For differential area element dF 1 and finite area F 2 , the so-called local configuration factor ϕ d1−2 is defined [16, 17] . This factor is obtained by a single integration of factor ϕ d1−d2 over F 2 what can be written as ϕ d1−2 = F 2 ϕ d1−d2 dF 2 . These factors are used during the analysis of interactions between the infinitely small area dF 1 and area F 2 (finite or infinitely large). For finite areas F 1 and F 2 the expression ϕ d1−2 should be integrated once again over F 1 . Then, to obtain an average value of the configuration factor (CF) for the area F 1 , the obtained result should be divided by F 1 . As a result, the average configuration factor ϕ 1−2 is obtained
The average configuration factors (CFs) are applied in the analysis of the total thermal interaction of the whole isothermal surfaces F 1 and F 2 . The described factors are significant for further considerations.
Mechanism of the influence of surrounding elements temperature on infrared temperature measurement
During thermovision observation of tested surface '1' (Fig. 1) , the IR camera records a sum of self-emission of the considered object and radiosity flux of surroundings reflected by the surface under consideration. In further considerations of this Section the average CFs will be used. This is justified in case of the analysis of an average ambient influence on the temperature of large finite surfaces. For a small size of the tested surface '1' the local CFs are recommended. The resulting conclusions are valid for both cases.
For the simplicity of analysis a potential presence of any gas between the tested object and IR camera is omitted. The aforementioned sum of radia-tion fluxes is the radiosity of the tested surface. In order to calculate this value for considered surfaces ( Fig. 1) , the balances of radiosity have been formulated:
Further, the closure principle j=2 j=1 ϕ i−j = 1 (for i = 1 or i = 2) and reciprocity principle F 1 ϕ 1−2 = F 2 ϕ 2−1 are applied. After making obvious assumptions that ε 2 = 1 (the radiation flux emitted by the considered object is entirely absorbed by the surrounding elements, therefore also r 2 = 0) as well as ϕ 1−2 = 1 (the surface '1' is flat or convex so ϕ 1−1 = 0), after some manipulations an accurate relation expressing the unit flux of radiation energyḣ 1 (its radiosity) coming from surface '1' is obtaineḋ
. In this case the calculated quantity iṡ e 1 because quantityḣ 1 is known owing to IR camera measurement whereas quantityė 2 is calculated on the basis of temperature T 2 entered into the IR camera measurement system. To represent the influence of ambient conditions on the measurement result by means of only one temperature value, the conversion method of nonisothermal two-element surroundings (Fig. 2) into one-element isothermal surroundings has been proposed which ensures keeping their radiation influence on the considered surface in terms of quantity [9] . For this purpose the method of radiosity balances was applied again [16, 17] 
1 .
Tested surface '1' surrounded by system of surfaces '2' and '3' treated as isothermal objects.
The following assumptions were made: reflectivity of the considered surfaces is of diffuse character, the presence of gas in the considered space is omitted, the considered surface is flat or convex (ϕ 1−1 = 0) and all surrounding elements (i > 1) meet the conditions ε i = 1.0 (r i = 0.0). Moreover, in further transformations of the aforementioned relations the closure and reciprocity principles have been applied [16, 17] . Therefore, the equations expressing the radiosities of the considered elements of the measurement system in case of two-element surroundings (Fig. 2) can be written aṡ
Finally, a relationship presenting the unit radiosity of the considered surface in case of nonisothermal surroundings consisting of two surfaces closing the considered space takes the following form:
After the comparison of above equation with a similar one for one-element surroundings which is applied in the IR camera measurement system (Eq. (3)), the following is obtained:
To keep the equivalence of nonisothermal two-element surroundings and the isothermal ones, the radiosity of the tested surfaces for both cases must be identical. After comparison of right-hand sides of Eqs. (10) and (11), a relationship which provides a basis for the calculation of the equivalent temperature of substituting isothermal surroundings is obtained:
whereė λ denotes spectral density of black body self-emission resulting from Planck's law (see nomenclature). The Eq. (13) has the general shape and enables determination of the equivalent ambient temperature, T e , of the tested object in the case of nonisothermal surroundings. The equivalent temperature T e is defined by the second term of Eq. (13) in which it occurs in the implicit form. The value of this temperature can be determined after calculation of a value of the third term of Eq. (13) where values T 2 and T 3 are known.
3 Celestial vault as an isothermal element of surroundings of the tested object 3.1 An example of the celestial vault temperature measurement by means of the LW infrared camera
The temperature of sky depends on weather conditions. The conditions suitable for infrared measurements occur at nights with the sky covered by a uniform layer of clouds of stratus or stratocumulus types [15] . In case of a cloudless sky, the sky temperature in the zenith direction is always relatively low whereas in other directions it is much higher. This phenomenon is caused by the increase of the length of the path radiation beam in atmospheric air [18] . In Fig. 3 the example of sky temperature measurement with the use of the LW infrared camera can be seen. It should be remembered that sky temperature measured by the infrared camera has an apparent character because there is no unambiguously defined surface. This temperature results from the infrared radiation of the sky in the spectral range of infrared camera operation. 
A geometrical model of sky radiation
During the analysis of radiative heat exchange between objects in open air space and the surrounding elements, various calculation models can be potentially applied. Due to practical reasons, in the case of fairly uniform covering of the sky (S) by clouds, the radiation of atmosphere has been substituted by the radiation of an apparent isothermal horizontal infinitely large plane. Also the ground surface (G) has been approximated by means of a horizontal infinite plane, Fig. 4 . Depending on the tilt of the considered surface in relation to zenith direction characterized by angle α, the values of local configuration factors expressing the interactions of the considered surface dF 1 and elements of the surroundings will be varying. These values can be calculated from the relations [19, 20] Figure 5 presents the values of local CF between element dF 1 and the whole part of the sky seen from this elementary area as well as similar CF for dF 1 and the ground. They can be used for thermal calculations in the case when the sky and ground are treated as two separate isothermal elements of the surroundings. The obtained values of CFs make it possible to determine the equivalent temperature (T e ) of the surroundings of the considered surface during their thermovision inspection. This temperature can be calculated on the basis of Eq. (13) . The aforementioned configuration factors can be also used during the calculation of local radiative heat losses into the environment along the pipeline circumference or other surfaces. 
Example calculation of the equivalent ambient temperature for infrared measurements in open air space
On the basis of Eq. (13) and the obtained values of CFs (Fig. 5) , the equivalent radiative ambient temperature can be determined. The data shown in Fig. 5 are suitable for calculation of the aforementioned equivalent ambient temperature only in case of isothermal sky because they present the interactions between the chosen points and the whole celestial vault or ground. The ground can usually be treated as the isothermal surface with a good approximation. The results of calculations are presented in Fig. 6 . It should be emphasized that these results are valid for the LW infrared camera with its typical operation spectral range, i.e. 7.5-13 µm. The presented concept of the use of local CFs can be also applied for the calculation of local heat losses into the environment from the considered surfaces. However, in this case the full spectral range (0 ÷ +∞) should be taken into account during the calculation of the equivalent ambient temperature. 5 Measurement of the temperature of sky and its thermal radiation by means of a long wave infrared camera
In this work it has been proposed to measure the apparent temperature of the sky by means of a LW infrared camera, Figs. 3, 7 , and 8. The temperature value indicated by the IR camera is not a temperature of the atmosphere but the result reflects the thermal radiation of the atmosphere within the spectral range of the LW IR camera operation, i.e., 7.5-13 µm. This spectral range is coincident with the so-called atmospheric window where the thermal radiation of the atmosphere is relatively low. However, this measured temperature can be used for the calculation of thermal radiation flux emitted by the atmosphere within aforementioned spectral range.
The numerical calculations realized with the use of the spectral line model of gases radiation HITEMP [21, 22] showed that for atmospheric conditions the atmosphere can be treated as black body within the spectral ranges of its radiative bands [14] . Therefore, the total thermal radiation flux of the atmospheric air from any direction can be determined as the sum of emissions within the so-called windows (spectral ranges of low radiation of the atmosphere) and active bandṡ
where: λ p,i , λ k,i and λ p,l , λ k,l -spectral limits of ranges for ith window and lth active radiation band of atmospheric air, n, m -numbers of atmospheric windows and active bands taken into consideration within operation spectral range of pyrgeometer (n = 2, m = 2), respectively, T at -temperature of atmospheric air, T cm -temperature measured by the LW IR camera. Next, for each jth assumed spherical band of celestial vault with its temperature T j (Fig. 8) , radiation fluxė j emitted by this band was calculated on the basis of relation (16) . Finally, the total energy fluxė S irradiating the unit horizontal surface can be calculated from relatioṅ
where: N -number of spherical bands, ϕ p−j -CF between horizontal surface of pyrgeometer detector and jth spherical band. The energy flux was calculated from relation (17) and simultaneously for the same moment was measured by pyrgeometer with a spectral range of operation 4.5-42 µm. The results of comparison analysis are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. They are quite satisfactory although there are some discrepancies in the obtained results which are of about 5-8%, Fig. 10 . A few circumstances can be mentioned as the reasons for these discrepancies. The first is a method of sky scanning which was performed only once along a vertical plane. The second reason, the more important one, is the temperature increase in the upper parts of the atmosphere due to condensation of water vapour contained in the atmospheric air. It is not possible to estimate in a simple way the scale of this phenomenon in terms of quantity. In order to do it, the use of more advanced methods is necessary, which constitutes another extended research problem exceeding the scope of this work [23, 24] . This concept can also be applied during the calculations of the local radiative heat losses from the surface placed in open air space at isothermal sky and tilted at angle α. For this purpose a substituting radiative ambient temperature T am calculated as follows can be applied:
where S, G deals with sky and ground seen from the considered surface, respectively. In [8] there is an following recommendation for calculation of radiative heat losses from the considered object ('obj'):
but unfortunately the way of determining the ambient temperature has not been explained. 
Final remarks
The work deals with the infrared diagnostics of the objects in open air space and contains descriptions of all elements of measurement procedure. The paper is particularly innovative owing to the developed method of the ambient radiation temperature determination (called the equivalent ambient temperature) for thermovision measurements with nonisothermal elements of surroundings. The proposed method allows the thermographers to determine a proper value of substitute temperature representing all elements surrounding and closing the space around the tested surface, i.e. equivalent ambient temperature. This temperature sometimes is also called 'the reflected temperature'. The value of the ambient temperature must be entered into the IR camera during the measurements. During the IR camera measurements in open air space, the sky is one of the surrounding elements. Therefore, to apply the mentioned above method, the temperature of the sky should be known. For this purpose, the use of the LW IR camera has been proposed. The sky temperature directly measured by the camera should be used in the calculations of the equivalent ambient temperature which is necessary during the IR camera measurement of the temperature of the object under consideration.
For the calculation of radiative heat losses the temperature representing the thermal radiation of the atmosphere within the whole spectral range must be known. Hence, the method of determining total radiation of the sky with the use of IR camera measurement of the sky temperature has been developed. This method has been positively verified by comparison with measurement results obtained from the pyrgeometer. Afterwards, the substituting radiative ambient temperature can be calculated. This temperature is suitable for the calculation of local radiation heat losses according to general recommendations included in the European standard [8] .
